
 
Troop 188 will be taking a one day snowshoeing trip to the Zimmerman Lake area near Cameron 
Pass off Hwy 14 on Saturday, March 19, 2005.  This is the same area that we did our fall 
backpacking trip too last year.  We will be leaving the Linton Elementary Parking lot at 8:00 AM 
and should be returning approximately 5 PM the same day.  Boys can rent snowshoes from EMS.  
The price to rent a pair of snowshoes is $5 for the day if you tell them that you are from Troop 
188.  It is recommended that you call them during the week and tell them your weight so they 
can reserve the snow shoes for the weekend.  Pick them up Friday night after 6:00 PM and we 
can return them Saturday on the way back to the school.  In addition to snowshoes each boy 
should bring warm cloths for playing around in the snow, at least 32 ounces of water, a sack 
lunch and a compass.  The agenda for this trip is to have fun playing in the snow.  Boys can also 
bring sleds, snow skates or anything else that want to carry or drag up the 1.5 mile hike to the 
lake.  If snow conditions are favorable we may also try building a snow cave in a drift near the 
lake, or try finding signs of the moose that we saw last year during the backpacking trip.  There 
will be backpacking stoves available for anyone who wants to bring a cup and some hot 
chocolate to help keep warm. 
 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Permission Slip 

 
As the parent or legal guardian of ____________________________, I hereby give my 
permission for him to participate in the snowshoe trip to Cameron Pass with Troop 188. 
 
I give permission to the leaders of the above unit to render First Aid, should the need arise.  In 
the event of an emergency, I also give my permission to the attending adults to seek emergency 
medical treatment, as needed.  I further agree to hold the above named unit and its leaders 
blameless for any accidents that might occur during this outing except for clear acts of 
negligence. 
 
In case of emergency, I can be reached by phone at ________________ . 
 
Insurance Carrier: __________________________________ 
 
Policy Number: ____________________________________ 
 
 
Signed:  ______________________________________   Date: ___________ 
                  (Parent or Guardian) 
 
As a boy scout with Troop 188, I agree to conduct myself in a manner consistent with scouting 
principals and agree to abide by the scout oath and law while on this outing. 
 
 
Signed: _________________________________   Date: _____________ 

Troop 188 Snowshoe Trip 
 
Saturday, March 19, 2005 


